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With a focus on visual data collection, imaging peripherals are of the utmost 
importance for these drones. The front of the drone contains a high output LED 
strip for operating in darkness, a large main camera for live photo and video feed 
as well as a stereo camera for capturing 3D depth mapping and positional tracking.

Orbital  Cameras:
radial 180 degree field of vision. 

Live Feed:
for capturing and streaming photo 
and video.

Stereo Camera:
3D depth mapping and positional 
tracking.

These technologies would allow for the drone to not only have spatial awareness
but to be able to spatially map the environments their surveying to better
understand post disaster situations. The two orbital cameras can also be 
directed downward in tandem to be used as a second depth-capturing device.

Charge and Data Offload Port:
For extremely fast charging and data 
offload capability.

Servo operated rudder:
For angling propellers for increased 
agility.



The idea would be to construct a housing that can attach to the roof of an
emergency weather response truck. The housing would host multiple 
docking stations for drone storage as well as charging and data offload 
capabilities. The drones would stream any live feeds to the truck from 
a distance.

The biggest concern with relying on drones on a
consistent basis is battery life, especially in the scope
of surveying larger areas. It would be pertinent 
to not only have a large battery capacity to extend 
the range of a single drone, but to provide a home 
base  for  a  swarm  to  cycle  from.

Battery Life



The housing would host a fleet of eight drones attached to the roof of a vehicle, six 
for field use and two for backup. Drones would be released in swarms of three, 
every 45 minutes in a rotating cycle with flight time and charge time being identical.

This would allow the truck to release a new swarm as the previous swarm returns 
to the hive, ensuring efficient data collection.

The rear rotor pivots in order to turn and swivel with acrobatic excellence.



Weather response trucks are 
already equipped with a vast 
amount of technology, so by 
keeping them local to the 
truck you not only extend the 
capabilities of the swarm but 
furthermore the capabilities of 
the truck. 



The drones would stream any live feeds to the truck from a distance, but most of its 
collected data would be offloaded at the end of its cycle to preserve battery life thus 
extending the lifetime of a cycle. Swarm data would be offloaded directly into a 
server in the truck cabin, so it can immediately be reviewed by emergency 
response personnel.  







The stereo depth cameras allow the drone to have a full 360-degree field of 
vision to capture imaging data below, beside and above the drone body 
that can be used to create full scale 3D depth maps of devastated areas
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